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Mantissae

"Mantissae" probably seems as ar hai to today's readers as a starter rank on the front of an automobile, but until 1960 or so every high-s hool s ien e student was taught the lore of logarithms, and
in parti ular how to use " ommon" (base-10) logarithmi tables in al ulation. Their use involved the
separation of a logarithm into two parts : its integer part (the hara teristi ) and its fra tional part (the
mantissa). Here is an example :
Suppose, before the days of hand-held al ulators, you needed a rapid way to multiply four-digit
numbers, and to divide that produ t by another four-digit number, with an answer a urate to three
digits. Say
86.73 × 1.265 × 7607
.
.3018

Pro edure : You think of ea h of the numbers as a power of 10 times a number between 1 and 10 :
86.73 = 101 × 8.673 ; 1.265 = 100 × 1.265 ; 7607 = 103 × 7.607 and .3108 = 10−1 × 3.108.

When you take logarithms, sin e log(ab) = log a + log b,
log(86.73) = 1 + log(8.673) ; log(1.265) = 0 + log(1.265) ;
log(7607) = 3 + log(7.607) and log(.3018) = −1 + log(3.108).

The se ond term in ea h of the logs is a number between 0 and 1 : this will be the mantissa ; the
leading term is the hara teristi . To obtain the log of the answer that we want, log(86.73) + log(1.265) +
log(7607) − log(.3018), we make two al ulations. First we add or subtra t the hara teristi s ; this is an
integer al ulation. In this ase the total is 5. Then you onsult a four-pla e logarithmi table for the
mantissae :
log(8.673) = .93817 ; log(1.265) = .10209 ; log(7.607) = .88121 and log(3.018) = .47972.

The mantissae total (with signs) to 1.44175. You hop o the "1" and add it to the hara teristi . The
log table gives log(2.765) = .44170 and log(2.766) = .44185. Sin e you only expe t 3 pla es of a ura y,
you an take 2.765 as the mantissa ontribution to the produ t, whi h you al ulate as 105+1 × 2.765 =
2765000.
From Simon New omb and "Natural Numbers", http ://www.ams.org by Tony Phillips

Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Why were logarithmi tables ever needed, and what information did they show ?
Explain pre isely what the hara teristi s and the mantissae are in this method.
Explain why the result for the hara teristi s is 5.
Use the properties of the logarithm and the example to show that the method is orre t.
Use the method to get an approximate value of log(7629 × 52.41). The values for the mantissae
shall be given by the al ulator, with 5DP.
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